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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers a new model of data analysis for monitoring 

of mobile devices. Passive monitoring of mobile devices is based 

on ideas of network proximity and uses network protocol analysis 

for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to gather presence information on mobile 

visitors. This is a direct analogue for web log and web site usage 

data, but we can deal with real visitors (with their mobile 

devices), rather than with abstract requests for web pages. In this 

paper, we propose a new model for processing of these data, 

which can detect some form of relationships between mobile 

users.   

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]  

General Terms 

Algorithms, Experimentation. 

Keywords 

Mobile monitoring, Wi-Fi, clustering, data mining. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Monitoring the presence of mobile users (subscribers) is one 

of the most interesting and useful sources of information in smart 

cities data processing [1]. Monitoring of mobile users (in fact, it is 

monitoring for mobile devices) supplies data to evaluate the 

mobility of residents, planning transport routes, etc. [2]. On the 

lower level, we can talk, for example, about retail applications 

where analysis of the presence of mobile subscribers can be used 

to improve service, evaluation of marketing campaigns, planning, 

etc. [3].  At this moment, we can list well known and commonly 

used methods for determining the location of mobile devices 

based on the location of Wi-Fi access points [4]. Mobile operating 

systems (mobile applications) can use the information about the 

objects of the network infrastructure for verifying (or even 

determine) the true state of the subscriber. By analyzing the signal 

strength and visibility of access points we can build various 

metrics about the location of mobile devices (mobile users) [5, 6]. 

Passive Wi-Fi monitoring is one of the commonly 

approaches [7]. It lets anonymously collect data about mobile 

users (mobile devices) in proximity of some metering device [8]. 

This paper presents a new model for processing data collected 

during the passive monitoring for Wi-Fi (Bluetooth) devices. The 

rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe 

the mobile monitoring and collected datasets. In Section 3 we 

describe exiting approaches for data processing as well as our data 

mining approach. 

2. MOBILE MONITORING 
Collecting traces of Wi-Fi beacons is the well-know 

approach for getting the locations of mobile devices.  Beacon 

frames are used to announce the presence of a Wi-Fi network. As 

a result, an 802.11 client receives the beacons sent from all nearby 

access points.  The client receives beacons even when it is not 

connected to any network. In fact, even when a client is connected 

to some particular Access Point (AP), it periodically scans Wi-Fi 

channels to receive beacons from other nearby APs [9]. It lets 

clients keep track of networks in its vicinity. But at the same time 

a Wi-Fi client periodically broadcasts an 802.11 probe request 

frame. The client expects to get back an appropriate probe request 

response from Wi-Fi access point.  As per Wi-Fi spec, a station 

(client) sends a probe request frame when it needs to obtain the 

information from another station [10]. Figure 1 illustrates data 

flow for Probe Requests. 

 

Figure 1. Wi-Fi Probe request/response 

Technically, probe request frame contains the following 

information: 

- source address (MAC-address) 

- SSID 

- supported rates 

- additional request information 

- extended support rates 

- vendor specific information 

Our metering device (it could be a Wi-Fi router, for example) 

can analyze received probe requests. Obviously, any new request 

(any new MAC-address) corresponds to a new wireless customer 
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nearby. Note, that Bluetooth devices could be monitored by the 

same principles.  

Wi-Fi based device detection uses only a part of the above 

mentioned probe request. It is a device-unique address (MAC 

address). This unique information lets us re-identify the devices 

(mobile phones) across our monitors. The sequence of sequential 

requests (records) with the same MAC-address forms a session 

(similar to HTTP session in web applications). 

Technically, data collected during passive Wi-Fi monitoring 

is similar to data collected in web statistics.  Web statistics (web 

logs mining) are based on the standard format (formats) for log-

files. The common standard is provided by W3C [11]. An 

extended log file contains a sequence of lines containing ASCII 

characters terminated by either the sequence LF or CRLF. Each 

line there corresponds to one request. Each line may contain 

either a directive or an entry [12]. The typical records contain the 

following fields: host address (IP address), user name, date, time, 

time zone information, URI (request), HTTP protocol version, 

status code, size of response in bytes.  

For mobile monitoring, we can use the following fields: 

MAC-address for the device (hash-code for the privacy 

replacement), date, time, time zone info, signal strength (RSSI), 

name of the access point.  The key missed point is the request 

(URI). It is obvious, that there are simply no requests for presence 

records.  It is a key point, because many of exiting processing 

models can use URI data (e.g., for clustering). 

Also, we should note, that passive Wi-Fi detection is not 

100% reliable. Mobile phones (mobile OS, actually) can actually 

transmit probe requests at their discretion. Our own experiments 

with commercially available Wi-Fi probe scanners confirm data 

from [13]. The monitor detects in average about 70% of passing 

smartphones. 

3. DATA PROCESSING 
Technically, most of the monitoring systems for mobile 

devices treat collected data as some form of web log and provide 

appropriate statistics. The typical explanation of the existing 

systems is something like “Google Analytics for the real world” 

[14]. The typical analytical issue contains the number of visitors 

during the period, their timing, the number of unique visitors, the 

estimate for the number of regular visitors, etc. Figure 2 

demonstrates a distribution of visits by type of mobile devices. 

Extracting information from a Web log is fairly well-known 

research topic [14, 15], and consequently, the different software 

products. Usually, the study (analysis) can be classified into the 

following categories: content analysis, analysis of the structure 

and usage analysis. Analysis of the usage, in turn, may include 

personalization system, recommendations for modification sites, 

and business intelligence. 

From the analysis of different patterns allocated when 

analyzing Web logs, we have identified one direction, which is 

almost not covered in this context. It is the mining of user groups. 

Actually, it is explainable for web statistics. Stable group of users 

for web access is several visitors browsed the site in parallel 

(approximately parallel) mode. This may make sense if we are 

talking, for example, about search bots. Yes, they can demonstrate 

sometimes correlation in time visit. For routine visits such 

grouping is rather artificial. Vice versa, for mobile monitoring, 

where each hit (each record in the log file) is some real visit, time 

based grouping makes sense.   

 

Figure 2. Mobile devices for visitors 

There are some papers describing grouping for moving 

objects (for trajectories) [16, 17] Yes, it could be reproduced for 

proximity data too. For example, our paper [18] describes 

relationships mining for proximity data and models like Spotex 

[19]. But for such kind of tasks we need several metering devices. 

In this paper, we deal with the classical schema – one metering 

device and one log file. 

For the typical web statistics, frequent visitors, for example, 

are IP addresses recorded (logged) every day for 7 (week) or 30 

days (month). We want to extend this pattern to groups. Let us see 

a practical example. There is some group of friends, which occurs 

within a certain time in a cafe (co-working space, etc.). Not all of 

the members are present at each meeting, not all of them, as 

usually, arrive simultaneously (Figure 3). Can we discover such a 

group (groups) by proximity log?  

 

Figure 3. Visitors (A B C D E F) for 3 days. 

One of the possible approaches for time-based analysis and events 

clustering is presented in [20]. It is based on the temporal 

similarity matrix. For two events i and j with timestamps ti and tj 

similarity for time interval K is: 

 Sk(i,j) = exp (- 
K

ji t-t
 ) 

Authors present a method that first calculates the temporal 

similarity between all pairs of events (originally – photographs). 



The calculated values are stored in a chronologically ordered 

matrix. And cluster boundaries are determined by calculating 

novelty scores for each set of similarity matrices. The authors 

assume that the events (in the original paper – photos) at cluster 

boundaries (in the original paper – event boundaries) separate two 

adjacent groups of events with high intra-class temporal similarity 

and low inter-class similarity. 

In our research, we’ve followed to another approach. As it is 

mentioned in [21], time based clustering could be different from 

the traditional K-means clustering [22]. K-means clustering might 

find cluster centers with an idea to minimize some cost function. 

A traditional clustering algorithm (K-means might) find clusters 

and cluster–centers for the given K. As a basic point it uses the 

fact the cost function would change if those cluster–centers are 

moved. Cost function is the distance of data points to cluster 

centers. For our time stamped events we are not concerned with 

finding cluster centers at all. Really, the exact value for time any 

group is collected should be irrelevant. Our algorithm should only 

assign collected points to clusters and as long as the segmentation 

remains the same. We need segmentation or splitting of the time 

sequence. The key question is how to split our events in time, so 

that intra-cluster variance is reduced. 

And our idea of mining groups is based on two sequential 

steps:  

- find clusters for the each day 

- detect the sequences of clusters across all days with 

some minimum set of common members  

It is illustrated on Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Clusters and groups 

For getting clusters we followed to the algorithm originally 

developed for clustering photos [21]. It offers dynamic clusters 

with automatically detected boundaries (splitting points).  It is 

based on two assumptions. 

- Increased (long) time interval without registrations 

usually marks the end of cluster (all members of the 

group are in already).  “Long” is defined as being either 

large relative to the extent of the cluster currently being 

examined (collected), or large relative to the average 

inter-group interval. 

- Changed frequency of registrations corresponds to the 

start of a new group  

As soon as clusters are detected, we can examine them for 

common elements (MAC-addresses), presented in the majority of 

per-day clusters. It means that group detection is always 

associated with predefined percentage of visits. E.g. visitors 

participated at least in 75% of meetings.  

For this examination let us present each group as a string, 

where each element corresponds to the unique MAC-address (see 

Figure 4). Now we need to find a common subsequence of strings 

(groups) across all days (see solid line on Figure 4). 

 String C is a common subsequence of strings A and B if C is 

a subsequence of A and also a subsequence of B. String C is a 

longest common subsequence of string A and B if C is a common 

subsequence of A and B of maximal length. It means that there is 

no common subsequence of A and B that has greater length [23]. 

The typical algorithm for finding the longest common 

subsequence could be obtained from papers [23, 24]. 

The proposed system has been implemented in connection 

with Wi-Fi scanner from Libelium. During the testing stage we’ve 

successfully identified 8 groups from 11 (café in office building). 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a new model for analyzing web-

logs collected by the mobile phones monitoring systems.  From 

the analysis of different patterns of web logs mining, we have 

identified one direction, which is almost not covered in this 

connection. It is the mining of user groups. In our paper, we 

propose two step algorithm for grouping mobile visitors. It could 

be used in Smart City projects as well as in retail information 

systems. 
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